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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT IN TERMS OF SECTION 312(1) OF THE COMPANIES ACT, NO 61 

OF 1973 (AS AMENDED), IN REGARD TO THE SCHEME OF ARRANGEMENT IN RESPECT OF 

THE INCOME PLAN COMPANIES, LISTED IN APPENDIX “A1” TO THE SCHEME DOCUMENT 

REFERRED TO BELOW, FORMING PART OF THE SHAREMAX SYNDICATION COMPANIES 

GROUP 

Board of Directors of the Companies 

The Honourable Judge W.J. Hartzenberg - Chairman 

R.P. Badenhorst 

J.M. Maartens 

D. Haese 

D.R. Koekemoer 

For purposes of this Explanatory Statement, words and expressions defined in the scheme of arrangement 

document (“the scheme”) to which this explanatory statement relates, forming Appendix “D” to this Explanatory 

Statement (in regard to the so-called Income Plan Companies), shall bear the same meanings as defined in the 

scheme, save as otherwise defined in this Explanatory Statement, and in the INTERPRETATION AND 

DEFINITION OF TERMS paragraph to the INTRODUCTION below. 

INTRODUCTION 

If you are in any doubt as to the action you should take pertaining to this Explanatory Statement, please 

consult your broker, banker, legal adviser, accountant or other professional adviser immediately. 

The facts provided and the views expressed in this Explanatory Statement and the proposals made in 

terms of the scheme, are so provided, expressed and made by the board, referred to herein, and do not 

represent facts, views or proposals provided, expressed or made by the South African Reserve Bank, the 

Registrar of Banks, or the Statutory Managers, referred to hereinafter. 

The South African Reserve Bank and the Registrar of Banks (in his capacity as such in terms of Section 4 

of the Banks Act, 94 of 1990 (“the Banks Act”)) (“SARB”) and the Statutory Managers (appointed in terms 

of Section 84 of the Banks Act) are aware of this scheme and do not object to it being proposed to the 

creditors and shareholders for their consideration.  The Registrar has indicated that he will continue to act 

in terms of the provisions of the Banks Act including Sections 83 and 84 in the event of the scheme not 

being sanctioned. 

It has been announced in the Press by the Boards of Directors of the Sharemax Syndication Companies that 

Schemes of Arrangement were being structured and proposed in regard to the Sharemax Syndication Companies, 

so as to procure the restructuring of the affairs of the Sharemax Syndication Companies, with the ultimate aims of, 

inter alia, effecting the withdrawal of the Directives having been issued in respect of the Sharemax Syndication 

Companies by the South African Reserve Bank (through the Registrar of Banks in his representative capacity and 

as authorised in such capacity) during September 2010. 

This Explanatory Statement records the background and explains the reasons for, the basic terms and effects and 

the conditions of, and provides relevant information relating to the Scheme of Arrangement forming the subject 

matter of this Explanatory Statement and the Circular of which this Explanatory Statement forms part, namely, the 

scheme in respect of the so-called Income Plan Companies. 
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Notices convening statutory meetings of creditors and shareholders of the Income Plan Companies to consider and 

vote for or against acceptance of the scheme, in respect of the Income Plan Companies, forms part of the Circular, 

of which this Explanatory Statement forms part. 

Creditors and shareholders are advised to read and consider all the documents contained in the Circular, 

and not only this Explanatory Statement. 

INTERPRETATION AND DEFINITION OF TERMS 

For purposes of this Explanatory Statement and the rest of the Circular, and in addition to the Interpretation and 

Definition of Terms as forms Chapter 2 of the Scheme of Arrangement document pertaining to the Income Plan 

Companies, forming the subject matter of the Circular, the following words and expressions will bear the meanings 

attributed to them hereunder –  

“board/boards/new boards” means the new boards of directors of the Sharemax Syndication Companies and the 

Income Plan Companies, as appointed following the issuing of the Directives, as recorded in 1.14 below; 

“Circular” means the Circular to the scheme creditors and scheme shareholders in respect of the Income Plan 

Companies, of which Circular this Explanatory Statement forms part; 

“Explanatory Statement” means the Explanatory Statement in terms of Section 312 (1) of the Companies Act, 

being the document to which this Interpretation and Definition of Terms paragraphs form part; 

“group” means the Sharemax Syndication Companies and Sharemax Investments; 

“Income Plan Companies” means the companies listed in Appendix “A1” to the Explanatory Statement, forming 

part of the group; 

“Income Plan project” means the property syndication project referred to in 1.6 below contributed by the Income 

Plan Companies;  

“Income Plan properties” means the properties listed in Appendix “A2” to the Explanatory Statement; 

“Private Newco” means the private company having been established by the board, as a wholly owned subsidiary 

of Public Newco, for purposes of the scheme; 

“Public Newco” means the public company having been established by the board, hold the entire issued share 

capital of Private Newco, for purposes of the scheme; 

“scheme” or “scheme document” means the Scheme of Arrangement in terms of Section 311 of the Companies 

Act, forming the subject matter of this Explanatory Statement; 

“Schemes of Arrangement” means the 4 (four) Schemes of Arrangement or any of their number as may be 

sanctioned in the discretion of the boards, as envisaged in clause 3.1.11 of the scheme; 

“Sharemax Syndication Companies” means the companies listed in Appendix “A” of the Explanatory Statement 

referred to in 1.2 below. 
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1 BACKGROUND AND HISTORY 

1.1 Sharemax Investments (Pty) Ltd (“Sharemax Investments”) was established in 1998.  Sharemax 

Investments acted, over the period of the ensuing years, and until September 2010, as promoter and 

manager of a large number of property syndication projects. 

1.2.1 On 15 September 2010, the South African Reserve Bank (through the Registrar of Banks in his 

representative capacity and as authorised in such capacity) (“SARB”) issued Directives in terms of 

Section 83 of the Banks Act, 1990, in respect of some 66 (sixty six) public and private companies and 

one Trust and related property syndication projects having been promoted by Sharemax Investments.    

These companies and the Trust (as referred to in 1.39.5 below and as defined in clause 2.56 of the 

scheme), are referred to as the “Sharemax Syndication Companies” in this Explanatory Statement, 

in the Circular and in the scheme. Appendix “A” hereto is a list of the Sharemax Syndication 

Companies.  Similar Directives were also issued in respect of Sharemax Investments on 15 September 

2010.  Statutory Managers (referred to in 1.34 below), were appointed in respect of the Sharemax 

Syndication Companies and Sharemax Investments.   

1.2.2 The issuing of the Directives were taken on Review.  The Review process is pending, whilst the new 

boards of directors of the Sharemax Syndication Companies, referred to in 1.14 below, attend to the 

restructuring of the affairs of the Sharemax Syndication Companies under Directive, as referred to in 

1.3 below.   

1.2.3 More detail regarding the SARB Directives and consequent events is provided in 2 below. 

1.2.4 The Sharemax Syndication Companies and Sharemax Investments are referred to, jointly, as “the 

group”. 

1.3.1 The Scheme of Arrangement process forming the subject matter of this Explanatory Statement, in 

regard to the Income Plan project and the Income Plan Companies forms part of the process of 

restructuring the affairs of the companies under Directive.  In order to fully address and resolve the 

affairs of all the companies under Directive, the new boards resolved to procure, and have embarked 

upon further Scheme of Arrangement processes, linked to the one in respect of the Income Plan 

project and the Income Plan Companies, referred to above.  In total, four Scheme of Arrangement 

processes are being proposed and are in progress, contemporaneously, the Scheme of Arrangement 

process forming the subject matter of this Explanatory Statement being one of the four processes.  

Three more Circulars, similar to the Circular of which this Explanatory Statement forms part, have been 

dispatched to creditors and shareholders of the other companies and related projects in the Sharemax 

Syndication Companies group, with this Explanatory Statement and Circular.  These other companies 

and projects are in respect of the so-called Zambezi Companies project, Villa Companies project and 

Growth Plan Companies project.   

1.3.2 It is the considered opinion of the new boards that the restructuring processes and costs and expenses 

incurred and to be incurred in regard thereto, are justifiable, necessary, reasonable, legal and in the 

best interests of the shareholders/investors of the Sharemax Syndication Companies and in order to 

effectively and efficiently restructure the affairs of the Sharemax Syndication Companies, ultimately in 

order to achieve the aims envisaged in clauses 1.3.11 up to and including 1.3.15 of the scheme and 

2.13 up to and including 2.17 of this Explanatory Statement. 
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1.4 More detail regarding the Income Plan Companies’ related Scheme of Arrangement process, is provided in 

5 below. 

1.5 The property syndication projects having been promoted by Sharemax Investments over time and those 

currently under SARB Directives, and the public and private companies having been part of the process, 

are the “Sharemax Syndication Companies”, referred to in 1.2 above. 

1.6 The relevant property syndication structure, related prospectuses, property acquisition and development 

and property development and property management, forming the subject matter of this Explanatory 

Statement, is commonly known as the “Income Plan project” or the “Income Plan Companies”.  

Appendix “A1” and “A2” to this Explanatory Statement record, respectively, the various Income Plan 

Companies and the relevant properties (Income Plan properties) owned and controlled by the Income Plan 

Companies.   

1.7 In total, 22 (twenty two) prospectuses were issued and promoted by Sharemax Investments in order to 

fund the procurement of the Income Plan project. 

1.8 More detail regarding the Income Plan project, the Income Plan Companies, their business, funding, 

assets, liabilities and current status, are dealt with in paragraphs 3 and 4 below. 

1.9 Until shortly before September 2010, Sharemax Investments and the various property syndication projects 

promoted by it, were under the control of boards of directors which were, in turn, controlled by the 

controlling shareholders of Sharemax Investments, such directors having been appointed to such boards 

by such controlling shareholders.  The founding directors on the various boards were appointees of the 

controlling shareholders of Sharemax Investments, namely Messrs. Johannes Willem Botha (“Botha”) and 

Andre Daniël Brand (“Brand”).  The other directors on the boards functioned in varying capacities in the 

day to day management of the affairs of Sharemax Investments and the various property syndication 

projects (“the previous boards”). 

1.10.1 The property syndication business promoted and managed by Sharemax Investments, under 

management and control of the previous boards, included - 

1.10.1.1 the acquisition of property projects through the intermediation and management of Sharemax 

Investments; and 

1.10.1.2 the funding of such projects, including the payment of the purchase prices of properties supporting 

such projects in certain instances, and in other instances, including the development of such 

projects.   

1.10.2 The Income Plans project is one such initiative. 

1.11 In all instances the funding took place by way of the issuing and having duly registered, with the Registrar 

of Companies, numerous prospectuses, in terms of the provisions of, inter alia, Section 155 of the 

Companies Act, 1973, as amended.  During the period up to May 2010, Sharemax Investments promoted 

and procured the acquisition and development of some fifty three property syndication projects, throughout 

South Africa, focusing, mainly on the greater Gauteng geographical area.  Since May 2010, a combination 

of negative press coverage relating to the Sharemax Syndication Companies’ funding model and related 

factors, referred to in 1.21.4 below, had the effect of Sharemax Investments no longer being able to raise 
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funding required for the various projects, at the time, being undertaken by Sharemax Investments and the 

Sharemax Syndication Companies. 

1.12 Shortly before the issuing of the Directives, Mr. Botha resigned as director of Sharemax Investments and 

all the Sharemax Syndication Companies.  Following the Directives, all the remaining directors of the 

previous boards resigned as directors, save for Ms. Haese and Mr. Koekemoer, referred to in 1.13 below, 

who were retained on the boards, for the purposes recorded in 1.13 below. 

1.13 Ms. Dominique Haese and Mr. Dirk Koekemoer were retained as aforesaid, on the various boards of the 

public companies (“the Public companies”) and the private companies (“the Private companies”) under 

Directive, for purposes of ensuring continuity of the availability of information and continuity of effective 

management of the affairs of the Sharemax Syndication Companies.  Shortly after the issuing of the 

Directives, three new independent directors were appointed to all of the boards of all of the public 

companies and the private companies, namely the Honourable Judge W Hartzenberg, Mr. R Badenhorst 

and Mr. D Roodt.  Mr Roodt resigned as a director during July 2011, and was replaced as director by Mr. 

JM Maartens.  Mr. Maartens is a long standing Investor Representative of the Investor Forum constituted 

in respect of the Sharemax Syndication Companies, to oversee the interests of Investors post the advent 

of the Directives. 

1.14 The aforesaid five persons currently constitute the boards of directors of all of the Sharemax Syndication 

Companies (“the new board/s” or “the board”). 

1.15 The first property syndication promoted by Sharemax Investments (under the previous boards) was in 

respect of an office building in Boksburg, Gauteng Province, which was occupied by the South African 

Revenue Services at the time.  Although certain of the property syndication funding structures promoted by 

Sharemax Investments differed from time to time, the structures invariably involved an invitation to 

members of the general public to invest in a public company, having being established by Sharemax 

Investments, which public company, in turn, would own or become the owner of the entire issued share 

capital of a private company, established by Sharemax Investments.  The private company, in turn, would, 

either initially or over time, be or become the owner of a particular property or property development 

project. The acquisition or development of the particular property would be funded from the aggregation of 

the funds invested by members of the public following this process of investment promotion by Sharemax 

Investments. 

1.16 The central theme of the various funding structures were- 

1.16.1 the acquisition by the general public of shares in the issued share capital of the Public companies, at 

par, or at a nominal acquisition value;  

1.16.2 some form of “linked investment structure”, be it in the form of a so called investment “Claim”, “Unit”, 

“Debenture” or other “Loan” structure into the Public companies; 

1.16.3 the lending, by the Public companies to the Private companies of the funds so invested into the Pubic 

companies for purposes of the Private companies utilising such funds in regard to the projects referred 

to in 1.17 below; and 
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1.16.4 the loans referred to in 1.16.3 were secured in the instances of the Zambezi and Villa projects by 

mortgage bonds in favour of the Private companies against the properties being developed (i.e. the 

Zambezi Mall and the Villa Mall) as security for breach of contract by Capicol (Pty) Limited or Capicol 1 

(Pty) Limited, as the case may be, having been the contractors to the construction, respectively, of the 

Zambezi and Villa Malls referred to in 1.21.5 and 1.21.2 below; 

which linked investment structure, incorporated rights in favour of the investor, to receive varying forms of 

returns on historical investments, and repayments of historical investments over varying periods of time, 

depending on the nature and extent of the proposed underlying property investment. 

1.17 The structure set out in 1.16 above, was typical of various structures utilised in regard to the group of 

property syndication projects commonly promoted by Sharemax Investments under the generic names of 

“Income Plan project”, “Zambezi project”, “Villa project” and “Growth Plan project”. 

1.18 The greater portion of the property syndication projects promoted by Sharemax Investments was promoted 

under this generic structure.  In total, of all the fifty three property syndication projects promoted by 

Sharemax Investments (which includes a number which have been sold) some forty were promoted as 

Income Plans. 

1.19 A lesser portion, namely 13 (thirteen), which includes a number which have been sold, were promoted as 

so called “Growth Plans”. The main difference between Income Plan and Growth Plan structures, was the 

fact that, in the Growth Plan structure, the issued share capital of the private company would, from the 

inception of the project, and into the future, be and remain owned by Sharemax Growth (Pty) Ltd 

(“Sharemax Growth”) and/or Sharemax Development (Pty) Ltd (“Sharemax Development”).  Sharemax 

Growth and Sharemax Development were controlled, both as to shareholding and its board, by Messrs 

Botha and Brand. The public investors made loans to and would remain lenders to a relevant public 

company, which would in all but, 1 (one) instance, on lend such loan funds to the private company, in order 

to fund the acquisition or development of the subject matter property by the relevant private company. The 

loan structures had incorporated in them, rights to receive projected investment returns and ultimate 

repayment of the aggregate investments having been made, over a projected period of time.  In the 

instance of 1 (one) project, namely “The Bay”, a loan was made to a company owned by a third party, 

unrelated to the Sharemax Syndication Companies. 

1.20 Central to all the property syndication projects promoted by Sharemax Investments, were- 

1.20.1 the due registration of prospectuses, in all instances, forming the vehicle for the procuring of project 

funding from the general public; 

1.20.2 the receipt and management of the utilisation of the funding procured from the issuing of prospectuses 

as dealt with in more detail in 1.23 below;  

1.20.3 the providing, in the prospectuses, of detailed financial information pertaining to the subject matter 

projects, including, valuations, calculations in respect of expected increases of values and projected 

values, where applicable, historical rental returns on established projects, and projected rental returns, 

be it on established projects or projects being upgraded or developed under the auspices of Sharemax 

Investments; 
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1.20.4 the providing of projected investment returns due to be accrue to investors (in relevant public 

companies) following their investments in terms of the prospectuses issued; and 

1.20.5 the providing of projections in respect of repayment of aggregate investments and growth expectations 

on investments. 

1.21.1 The main purpose for the prospectus issuing structure aforesaid, was to raise capital for purposes of 

immovable property acquisitions and developments. 

1.21.2 The number of prospectuses issued by Sharemax Investments, in respect of particular projects, varied 

from 1 (one) prospectus (the aggregate investments following the issuing of such prospectus being 

sufficient to acquire a particular syndicated project) to 22 (twenty two) consecutive prospectuses, the 

latter number being in regard to the raising of finance to fund the largest single project undertaken by 

Sharemax Investments, namely the “Villa project”. The project is commonly known as “the Villa” 

Shopping Mall in Eastern Pretoria, Gauteng.   

1.21.3 In the instance of the Villa project, the aggregate amount of funding raised, through the process of the 

issuing of the 22 (twenty two) prospectuses some R1,590,000,000 (One Billion Five Hundred and 

Ninety Million Rand), consisting of approximately 50% (fifty per centum) of the funding required to 

develop the Villa project to its completion. This funding balance remains outstanding, following the 

advent of the Directives as explained herein. 

1.21.4 Following negative press coverage relating to the Sharemax Syndication Companies’ funding model, 

towards the middle of 2010, Sharemax Investments was no longer able to procure funding via the issue 

of prospectuses, and, as far as the Villa project is concerned, the further development of this project 

came to a standstill, and this project, currently, remains uncompleted.   

1.21.5 The same situation as set out in 1.21.2 up to 1.21.4 above applies to the so-called “Zambezi project”, 

in respect of which 10 (ten) prospectuses had been issued, and which project remains uncompleted, 

currently, although only to a minor extent. This project is commonly known as “the Zambezi Shopping 

Mall” in Eastern Pretoria, Gauteng. The completion is currently being undertaken. 

1.21.6 The Zambezi and Villa projects form the subject matter of, respectively, further Explanatory 

Statements, in respect of the other Schemes of Arrangement in the Sharemax Syndication Companies 

group, referred to in 1.3 above. The Court granted leave to the so-called Zambezi Companies and Villa 

Companies to convene meetings of creditors and shareholders of the Zambezi Companies and the 

Villa Companies in respect of the Zambezi and the Villa projects, in terms of Section 311 of the 

Companies Act, 1973, on, respectively, 31 March 2011 and 29 April 2011. The Scheme of 

Arrangement process in regard to the Income Plan Companies likewise commenced on 29 April 2011, 

when leave to convene meetings as aforesaid was granted in respect of the Income Plan Companies.  

1.21.7 The same situation as set out in 1.21.2 up to 1.21.4 above, as to cessation of funding apply to the 

“Growth Plan project” referred to in 1.19 above. In this instance, no further funding could be obtained 

to procure the developments having been planned to form part of the Growth Plan project. An Offer of 

Compromise and a Scheme of Arrangement is also being proposed in respect of the Growth Plan 

project and Companies, and forms the fourth of the schemes referred to in 1.3 above. This scheme is 

being proposed in terms of the provisions of the Companies Act, 2008. 
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1.21.8 The same situation as set out in 1.21.2 up to 1.21.4 above, also pertains to the Income Plan 

Companies and the Income Plan project, forming the subject matter of this Explanatory Statement, but, 

only to the extent that further funding required for upkeep, refurbishment and expansion of properties 

could not be obtained. 

1.22 It should be noted that all the prospectuses having been issued over time by Sharemax Investments 

contained the standard cautionary statements regarding - 

1.22.1 the Registrar of Companies not expressing a view on the risk for investors or the price paid by 

investors for any investments made by investors in the public company; and 

1.22.2 a specific statement, drawing the attention of the public to the fact that the shares to be acquired by 

them were unlisted and that their investments should be considered as risk capital investments, and 

that investors were therefore on risk, as the unlisted shares and the linked investments, were not 

readily marketable and should the public company “fail”, this may result in the loss of the investment, to 

the investor. 

1.23 A feature of the investment structure promoted by Sharemax Investments, was the fact that a disclosed 

percentage of the aggregate funds invested following a full subscription and, therefore, the closing of the 

investment opportunity linked to any particular prospectus (in aggregate some 17%) would be utilised, 

firstly (before any amounts are invested in the acquisition or development of any subject matter property) 

to pay agent commissions, promoter fees, related costs and other payments, all as specified in the 

prospectuses. The balance was lent by the Public company, through the managerial functions of 

Sharemax Investments, to the Private company, for purposes of the Private company funding the 

acquisition and/or development of any particular syndicated project. 

1.24 The prospectuses also provided for a percentage of the funds raised per prospectus, to be utilised as a 

fund to be kept available, through the management of Sharemax Investments, to fund unforeseen funding 

requirements in respect of the project to which the relevant prospectus related. 

1.25 As stated above, after the occurrence of the events referred to in 1.21.4 above Sharemax Investments was 

no longer able to raise funding, through the historical structure of prospectus related funding. 

1.26 Over time, Sharemax Investments lent funds to various Private companies, which loan accounts fluctuated 

in value, from time to time.  Under certain circumstances, portions of the loan accounts were written off by 

Sharemax Investments, in favour of the private companies, and in other instances, certain of the loans 

were repaid by the private companies. 

1.27 At the date of the issuing of the Directives of the SARB referred to in 1.2, the books of account of 

Sharemax Investments reflected outstanding loan accounts in the aggregate amount of some R 

77,000,000 (Seventy Seven Million Rand)) (“the Sharemax Investments loan accounts”). 

1.28 As part of the overall funding structures, Sharemax Investments, would, in certain instances have acquired 

the entire issued share capital of the relevant private companies, and, in the process of implementing the 

property syndication projects, would have been paid, over a period of time (in the instances of the Villa and 

Zambezi projects), as indicated and recorded in the various prospectuses, a consideration for the disposal 

of the share capital in the Private companies to the Public companies. This structure did not apply in 
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respect of the Growth Plans. In certain instances, this payment took place in one amount, but, in other 

instances, especially where more than one prospectus was promoted in order to aggregate funds required 

for the acquisition or completion of a particular property project, the issued share capital in the Private 

companies were transferred to the Public companies, over time, as portions of the private company shares 

were acquired, and paid for, from the proceeds of relevant prospectuses. 

1.29 As at the date of the Directives, Sharemax Investments appeared to have disposed of all its shareholdings 

in the various private companies (“the Sharemax Investments private company shareholdings”), to the 

relevant public companies, but in instances, possibly under circumstances where substantial purchase 

price balances may have remained unpaid and, in particular, in respect of the Zambezi and Villa projects.  

Details of this possible outstanding purchase price situation regarding both the Zambezi project and the 

Villa project are recorded in Appendix “B1” as referred to in paragraphs 1.39.4, 1.48.2, 1.48.3 and 10.3 

below. 

1.30 The Sharemax Investments private company shareholdings were, to any extent to which same had not 

been disposed of, acquired under the auspices of the new board, by the new company referred to in 1.40 

(Up-To-It), in terms of the Sharemax Investments parties’ settlement agreement, referred to in 1.38 below. 

1.31.1 The Sharemax Investments management business of the property syndication structure referred to 

below, and the implementation thereof, were, until August 2010, managed by Sharemax Investments.  

The same applied to the actual management of the affairs of the properties having been acquired or 

developed, including the collection of rentals, the payment of expenses related to the business of 

Sharemax Investments and the Public and Private companies, the secretarial functions required by the 

said businesses and the payment of projected investment returns to investors. These managerial 

functions and the infrastructure pertaining thereto (“the Sharemax Investments management 

business“) were established and owned and managed by Sharemax Investments as part of its 

business affairs. Sharemax Investments provided such management services to the Sharemax 

Syndication Companies at a nominal, below market related, monthly fee, payable by each Private 

company, on a monthly basis, in terms of written agreements in this regard, which came into existence 

at the commencement of each property syndication project. 

1.31.2 The attention of scheme creditors and scheme shareholders is specifically drawn to the fact that the 

Sharemax Investments management business at no stage, relevant to this Circular and the scheme, 

was under the control, from an ownership or management point of view, or otherwise, of the Sharemax 

Syndication Companies forming the subject matter of the scheme to which this Explanatory Statement 

and the Circular relate, but, were at all relevant times under ownership and management control of the 

Sharemax Investments parties as referred to in 1.37 below. 

1.32 With effect from 1 September 2010, Sharemax Investments disposed of the Sharemax Investments 

management business to a newly established company “Frontier Asset Management and Investments 

(Pty) Limited” (“Frontier”). 

1.33 At the time of the disposal to Frontier, the issued share capital of Frontier (“the Frontier shares”) was due 

to be issued to and held, by a number of the previous employees/directors of Sharemax Investments. 

1.34 Shortly after the issuing of the Directives, the Statutory Managers, Messrs Jaco Spies and Neels Alant 

(“the Statutory Manager/s”), having being appointed as such by virtue of the Directives, requested the 
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transfer of the entire issued share capital of Frontier, to Sharemax Investments, in order, effectively, to 

retain the managerial functions of the Public and Private companies, within the effect of the Directives, in 

order to ensure effective and efficient continuity of management and corporate knowledge regarding affairs 

of the Sharemax Syndication Companies, as opposed to appointing parties without such management and 

corporate knowledge. 

1.35 Since the establishment of Frontier as a subsidiary of Sharemax Investments, and to date, the board of 

directors of Frontier, consisted of the same directors, namely- 

1.35.1 D. Haese 

1.35.2 D.R. Koekemoer; 

1.35.3 R.N. van Zyl; 

1.35.4 C.J. van Rooyen; and 

1.35.5 M.J. Osterloh. 

1.36 The new boards approved the continued management of the day to day affairs of the Sharemax 

Syndication Companies under the management of Frontier and the board of Frontier, as aforesaid, for 

purposes of efficiency and continuity referred to above. 

1.37 During the first two weeks of February 2011, negotiations commenced with, inter alia, Messrs Botha and 

Brand, with the view to all the interests, including claims on loan account and otherwise, of Botha and 

Brand (and all legal entities controlled by them) and Sharemax Investments (“the Sharemax Investments 

parties”), in and to all of the Sharemax Syndication Companies, being acquired by the new company 

referred to in 1.40 below (Up-To-It) from the Sharemax Investments parties and/or settled, in 

consideration, inter alia, for the settlement of claims of the Sharemax Syndication Companies against the 

Sharemax Investments parties and in addition, the payment of certain amounts to the Sharemax 

Investments parties, as referred to in more detail hereinafter. 

1.38 Two agreements were entered into in this regard, during early March 2011. The agreements are to be read 

together, and are hereinafter, jointly, referred to as “the Sharemax Investments parties’ settlement 

agreement”. 

1.39 The main aims of the entering into of the Sharemax Investments parties settlement agreement were - 

1.39.1 to ensure the disposal and acquisition of the Frontier shares, and therefore, all interests in and to the 

management functions of the Sharemax Syndication Companies by the Sharemax Investments parties, 

and consequently away from the controlling shareholders and board of Sharemax Investments.  In this 

process, the controlling shareholding interests, 51% (fifty one percentum), in a further related property 

management company, Centro Property Group (Pty) Limited (“CentroProp”) (“the CentroProp 

shares”), were acquired by the company referred to in 1.40 below (Up-To-It). CentroProp however 

performed minimal functions in regard to the Sharemax Syndication Companies.  With effect from 1 

August 2011, Frontier acquired the aforesaid 51% (fifty one percentum) shareholding in CentroProp 

from Up-To-It.  CentroProp and its business and administration functions in respect of the Sharemax 

Syndication Companies and their properties, are therefore now fully under control of Frontier; 

1.39.2 to acquire all shareholding interests and claims of Sharemax Investments and its shareholders and 

directors in and to the Sharemax Syndication Companies from Sharemax Investments and its 
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shareholders and directors (including, specifically, the Sharemax Investments private company 

shareholdings referred to in 1.29 above); 

1.39.3 to ensure that Sharemax Investments and its shareholders and directors would no longer have any 

claims, of whatsoever nature, be it from a loan account perspective, from a damages claims 

perspective or from whatsoever other perspective, against any of the Sharemax Syndication 

Companies; 

1.39.4 to procure the acquisition by Up-To-It from the Sharemax Investments parties of all their shares in the 

issued share capital and all their claims against and all their right, title and interest of whatsoever 

nature, in and to, including their possible rights to future profits to be derived from Sharemax Growth 

and Sharemax Development (“the Growth and Development interests”), such shares, claims, rights, 

title, interests and profit share rights, being valuable, as appears from Appendix “B1” to this 

Explanatory Statement and, finally; 

1.39.5 to acquire a 56.49% (fifty six point forty nine percentum) interest in 148 Leeuwpoort Street, Property 

Investment Trust (“the Leeuwpoort Trust interest”), or (“the Trust”). 

1.40 In order to effect the aforesaid acquisitions and the settlement of claims, the new board established a new 

company, Up-To-It Trading 14 (Pty) Limited (“Up-To-It”), to acquire all the aforesaid interests and assets 

from Sharemax Investments and its shareholders and directors. 

1.41 A further matter dealt with in the Sharemax Investments parties’ settlement agreement, was certain 

arrangements pertaining to the settlement of claims of the Sharemax Syndication Companies against 

Sharemax Investments and the previous, and certain of the current controlling shareholders and directors 

of Sharemax Investments. 

1.42 Over and above the Sharemax Investments loan accounts (referred to in 1.27 above), the Sharemax 

Investments private company shareholdings (referred to in 1.29 above), the Frontier shares and the 

CentroProp shares (referred to in 1.33 and 1.39.1 above), (and in the process, the Sharemax Investments 

management business referred to in 1.31.1 above), the Growth and Development interests (referred to in 

1.39.4 above), and the Leeuwpoort Trust interests (referred to in 1.39.5 above), the other rights and 

interests recorded in 1.39.2 and 1.39.3 above, were acquired by Up-To-It in the process of entering into 

the Sharemax Investments parties settlement agreement, the value of all of the above being dealt with in 

1.48.2 and 1.48.3 below. 

1.43 The Sharemax Investments parties’ settlement agreement provides for the payment of two  amounts by 

certain of the Sharemax Syndication Companies as (referred to in 1.47 below) to the Sharemax 

Investments parties, namely- 

1.43.1 an amount of R 15 000 000 (Fifteen Million Rand); and 

1.43.2 an amount of R 25 000 000 (Twenty Five Million Rand). 

1.44 In order to ensure that Sharemax Investments will be safe from being attacked by third parties seeking a 

liquidation of Sharemax Investments, the Sharemax Investments parties settlement agreement provides 

for the utilisation of the aforesaid amounts in the manner recorded in 1.45 below. 
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1.45 The Sharemax Investments parties’ settlement agreement is subject to- 

1.45.1 the resolutive condition that schemes of arrangement in regard to all of the Sharemax Syndication 

Companies are sanctioned by the High Court of South Africa, prior to 20 December 2011; 

1.45.2 the amount of R15 000 000 (Fifteen Million Rand), referred to 1.43.1 above, less certain claims of 

certain of the creditors of Sharemax Investments, being payable after the sanctioning of the last of the 

schemes of arrangement, on condition, that the balance remaining be utilised to pay any claims of the 

South African Revenue Services (“SARS”) which may, at that time, or at any time thereafter, remain 

payable by Sharemax Investments; and 

1.45.3 the amount of R25 000 000 (Twenty Five Million Rand), being referred to in 1.43.2 above, being 

payable in equal instalments over a period of five (5) years, the first yearly instalment being payable on 

20 December 2011, subject to the same condition, as recorded in 1.45.2 above, namely that, to the 

extent necessary, all or any instalments be utilised to pay outstanding SARS obligations of Sharemax 

Investments. 

1.46 The total SARS obligations of Sharemax Investments may amount to some R30 000 000 (Thirty Million 

Rand). 

1.47 The amount of R15,000,000 (Fifteen Million Rand) referred to in 1.43.1 above, is to be paid by the Income 

Plan Companies, whilst the amount of R25,000,000 (Twenty Five Million Rand) referred to in 1.43.2 above, 

is to be paid by the so called Growth Plan Companies.  The payment of these 2 (two) amounts will be 

funded through the processes of the implementation of the sanctioned schemes of arrangement in regard 

to, respectively, the Income Plan Companies and the Growth Plan Companies. 

1.48.1 It is the considered opinion of the new boards that the cash amounts, after deductions, as envisaged in 

1.45 above, payable to the Sharemax Investments parties, are minimal and in fact negligible, in 

comparison to the value accruing to and derived by the Sharemax Syndication Companies from the 

acquisition of the interests, claims and assets having been acquired from the Sharemax Investments 

parties, as envisaged in 1.39 above up to and including 1.42 above, and having particular regard to 

what is stated in 1.29 above and 1.39.4 above.   

1.48.2 Details of these financial benefits are recorded in Appendix “B1” to this Explanatory Statement as 

referred to in paragraph 10.3 below. 

1.48.3 Appendix “B1” reflects the value attributable by the new boards to the assets and interests acquired 

by Up-To-It in terms of the Sharemax Investments parties settlement agreement and, in particular, as 

envisaged in 1.42 above. 

1.48.4 Following the sanctioning and implementation of the scheme, the following events will take place 

pertaining to the assets and interests acquired by Up-To-It in terms of the Sharemax Investments 

parties settlement agreement, as provided for in clause 4.12 of the scheme –  

1.48.4.1 the Sharemax Investments loan accounts have been written off in the books of account of, both 

Sharemax Investments and the relevant Sharemax Syndication Companies against which the 

Sharemax Investments loan accounts existed, to the extent necessary as per the accounting 

records of the relevant companies, and as per the relevant agreement relating to the acquisition 
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and repayment of such loan accounts, and in particular, the Sharemax Investments parties 

settlement agreement; 

1.48.4.2 the Sharemax Investments private company shareholdings, to the extent to which any such 

shareholding had not already, prior to the effective date of the Sharemax Investments parties 

settlement agreement, been transferred to the relevant Public companies which were entitled to 

receive transfer of such shareholdings, and which may, as at the date of the entering into of the 

Sharemax Investments parties settlement agreement have not yet been transferred to the relevant 

Public company will have been or will be duly transferred; 

1.48.4.3 the Frontier shares will have been disposed of and transferred to the management of Frontier, as 

envisaged in 1.52 below; 

1.48.4.4 the consideration paid to Up-To-It for the acquisition of the Frontier shares will have been ceded 

and transferred to Private Newco, the new Private company having been established as a wholly 

owned subsidiary of Public Newco, such company being referred to in 5.9.1 of this Explanatory 

Statement and as defined in, respectively, clauses 2.27 and 2.32 of the scheme; 

1.48.4.5 the CentroProp shares will be owned by Frontier, following the implementation of the agreement 

envisaged in 1.39.1 above; 

1.48.4.6 the Growth and Development interests will have been disposed of by Up-To-It to Private Newco in 

terms of an agreement in this regard, in consideration for the assumption by the Growth Plan 

Companies of the obligation to pay to the Sharemax Investments parties the amount of 

R25,000,000 (Twenty Five Million Rand) referred to in 1.43.2 above, such agreement forming part 

of the Significant Contracts referred to in 17 below;  

1.48.4.7 the Leeuwpoort Trust interests will have been disposed of by Up-To-It to Public Newco in the 

process of the implementation of the scheme, as referred to in 5.9.4 below of this Explanatory 

Statement and in clause 4.3.3 below of the scheme; and 

1.48.4.8 Up-To-It will have ceded all or any rights which it may acquire in terms of any of the aforesaid 

arrangements and/or the scheme, to Private Newco in terms of a cession agreement forming part of 

the significant contracts referred to in 17 below; and. 

1.48.4.9 as a specific term of the scheme and its sanctioning, scheme creditors and scheme shareholders 

will be deemed to have, specifically, and without derogating from the other terms, conditions and 

provisions of the scheme, approved of and ratified all the matters envisaged in 1.48.4 up to and 

including 1.48.4.8 above, as provided for in clause 4.12.2 of the scheme. 

1.49 To the extent necessary and possible up to the date of this Explanatory Statement, and in law or 

otherwise, the Sharemax Investments parties’ settlement agreement has been implemented, fully, and the 

Statutory Managers and the SARB has been advised of the full content of such agreement and its 

implementation, and recorded no objection thereto, as it is subject to the resolutive condition referred to in 

1.45.1 above. 

1.50 As a consequence, Sharemax Investments, its board of directors and its shareholders, have had, 

effectively, since the date of the disposal of the Sharemax Investments Management business to Frontier 
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as referred to on 1.32 above , and thereafter since 18 February 2011, and as at the date hereof, no 

interests in the Sharemax Syndication companies under Directive and/or Frontier, and in particular no 

shareholder or board of director influence and/or control over any affairs of the Sharemax Syndication 

Companies group and/or Frontier, and through Frontier, the day to day management and affairs of the 

individual companies in the Sharemax Syndication Companies group. 

1.51 The constituting of the new boards have been duly ratified and confirmed to the extent necessarily in law.   

The new boards have, since the constituting of the new boards, had and maintained full and effective 

control and management of all of the affairs of the group, and, since the entering into of the Sharemax 

Investments parties settlement agreement, and, in particular, full control over all the affairs of Frontier. 

1.52.1 In the process of finalising the restructuring of the Sharemax Syndication Companies, as envisaged in 

the scheme processes referred to in this Explanatory Statement, and in order, specifically, to ensure 

the continuation of best practice is applied to the future management of the affairs of the various 

property owning companies and the underlying properties, due to be acquired by Private Newco, as 

controlled by Public Newco, following the implementation of the aforesaid schemes, the issued share 

capital of Frontier has been disposed of, by Up-To-It, to the management of Frontier, with effect from 1 

September 2011 (“the Frontier disposal agreement”). New property management agreements, 

between Frontier and all the individual property owning companies due to be owned by Private Newco 

subsequent to the sanctioning of the aforesaid schemes, have been entered into, on terms and 

conditions deemed appropriate, commercial and in the best interests of the said property owning 

companies and their subject matter properties and the future business affairs of Public Newco and 

Private Newco and the best interests of investors in the Public companies into which investors had 

made their historical shareholding and investment related investments, as referred to in this 

Explanatory Statement.  The Frontier disposal agreement forms one of the documents available for 

inspection as referred to in 16 below and forms part of the significant contracts referred to in 17 below. 

1.52.2 The consideration paid by the Frontier management for the acquisition of the Frontier shareholding in 

terms of the Frontier disposal agreement is the amount or R1,533,043 (One Million Five Hundred and 

Thirty Three Thousand and Forty Three Rand). 

1.53 All management and secretarial duties agreements in respect of the Sharemax Syndication Companies, 

having being in existence, prior to the establishment of Frontier, were duly transferred, as far as all rights 

and obligations are concerned, to Frontier, such transfer having being duly approved and ratified in law, by 

the boards of directors of Up-To-It, Frontier, CentroProp and the Sharemax Syndication Companies. 

2 SARB DIRECTIVES AND CONSEQUENT EVENTS 

2.1 As stated in 1.2, on 16 September 2010, the Registrar of Banks issued the Directives in respect of those 

companies having formed the subject matter of the property syndication process and business of 

Sharemax Investments, discussed in 1 above (including Sharemax Investments). 

2.2 Following the issuing of the Directives, the boards of directors of all the companies listed in Appendix “A” 

to this Explanatory Statement, were reconstituted, in order to consist of the new boards, as discussed 

hereinbefore. 
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2.3 The directors, Ms. Haese and Mr. Koekemoer, were retained on the new boards, as they had been 

involved, over a long period of time, in the day to day administration of the management of the various 

properties owned by the private companies and the public companies being the controlling shareholders of 

the said private companies.   

2.4 These two directors were retained in order to ensure continuity and to ensure the availability, to the newly 

constituted boards, of ongoing detailed information regarding the history of the companies under Directive 

and related matters, so as to best assist the newly constituted boards to further the business activities of 

the companies and in order to most efficiently and expeditiously address the numerous complex issues 

due to be addressed by the newly constituted boards, in the best interest of the Sharemax Syndication 

Companies and the members of the public having invested substantial funds in the public companies.   

2.5 This was also done in order to comply with the Directives and, most importantly, in order to find and 

structure a solution to the precarious position in which the Sharemax Syndication Companies found 

themselves following the events recorded in 1.11 and 1.21.4 above. The Directives, in essence, required 

the Sharemax Syndication Companies, as managed by the newly appointed boards, to “repay” all monies 

having been invested by investors, over time (some R4.4 Billion in aggregate).  Unfortunately, and as a 

result of the nature of the business of the group, the only source available for such repayment, was and 

remains the ownership, mainly of various commercial properties, spread throughout South Africa, under 

circumstances where these properties cannot, by any stretch of the imagination, be sold and turned to 

readily available cash in the immediate of even medium term, without causing severe losses to investors 

as a result of disposing of properties under, effectively, forced sale circumstances in the current depressed 

economic climate and conditions.   

2.6 The aforesaid situation has been aggravated by the fact that over the spectrum of all the properties, the 

newly constituted boards found that although, on the one hand, certain properties had been finally 

constructed and are operational, either having being purchased as such, or having been completed, or 

upgraded after acquisition, many other properties were and still, as at the date hereof, are either in 

differing phases of completion, and/or stages of upgrading.   

2.7 Such aimed completion and upgrading had been undertaken with a view to placing such properties in a 

state where the properties can be let to lessees at the highest possible rental returns, so as to provide the 

highest possible investment returns to investors having invested in such properties. On the other end of 

the scale, however, certain properties found themselves in varying stages of upgrading completion or 

construction, requiring new investment, to the extent of many millions of Rands.   

2.8 The Zambezi project, the Villa project, the Growth Plan project and the Income Plan project forming the 

subject matter of this Explanatory Statement, are all, to a greater or lesser extent, cases in point.   

2.9 In the instance of the Villa project referred to in 1.21.3 above, in excess of R1,400,000,000 (One Billion 

and Four Hundred Million Rand) appears to be required, in order to complete the development to a stage 

where a “completion/occupation certificate” in respect of the Villa project can be issued and any lease 

agreements, at all, can be finally negotiated, let alone entered into, with the view to delivering any rental 

income, or capital growth, at all, from the Villa project, which could render the payment of returns to 

investors possible, let alone any “repayment” of monies invested, as the Directives require. 
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2.10 To complicate matters further, in certain instances (and in respect of, particularly, the Zambezi and Villa 

projects), the returns having being received by investors, prior to the date of the Directives, and up to the 

time during May 2010 referred to in 1.11 and 1.21.4 above, were, effectively, paid to investors by the 

developers of the subject matter properties, as part of the contractual arrangements between Sharemax 

Investments, the relevant Private company and relevant developer. This took place by way of interest 

payments due to and being paid by such developer in respect of the funding by the relevant syndicated 

companies of the development process being undertaken by the developer. The effect of this 

arrangement, was that, upon the cessation of draws being paid to the subject developers, post the issuing 

of the Directives, the developers discontinued interest payments to investors, as the developers took the 

view that their contractual arrangements had been breached, by the cessation of payment to them of 

draws required by them to continue the development process of the subject properties. 

2.11 A further difficulty is the possible illegality of the business structure of the group by virtue of the alleged 

transgressions of the Banks Act, having given rise to the issuing of the Directives. Illegality could bring with 

it the risk of investors, advisors, agents and all interested parties having benefited in the fundraising 

process of Sharemax Investments and the Sharemax Syndication Companies, possibly having to repay, at 

least, profits they had received from participating in the property syndication business having being 

promoted by Sharemax Investments and the Sharemax Syndication Companies. 

2.12 The aforesaid sketches but a fraction of the immense complexities encountered by the new board, upon 

assuming control of the affairs of the group. 

2.13 The new board has, in conjunction with various advisors and upon receiving professional advice from 

various professional advisors, come to the conclusion and formally resolved to embark on an overall 

restructuring process of the affairs of the group according to the best possible and only process available 

to it to resolve all the complex issues and, in order to - 

2.13.1 remove the possible illegality referred to in 2.11 above; 

2.13.2 avert the possible liquidation of the group and the serious negative effects of loss of value for investors 

associated therewith; 

2.13.3 avert the similar losses undoubtedly to be incurred in any forced sale process of subject properties in 

the current economic climate and conditions;  

2.13.4 create a situation and structure within which the properties owned and invested into by the group can 

continue to be properly managed, (without any link to Sharemax Investments) and/or fully upgraded 

and/or fully constructed and/or fully developed as aforesaid, in the best interests of Investors and to be 

realised over a longer period of time and, in the normal process and normal course of business, as 

opposed to the alternatives recorded above;  

2.13.5 ensure the solvency and liquidity of the Sharemax Syndication Companies; and 

2.13.6 ultimately, create the most viable circumstances under which arrangements can be made and 

implemented so as to give effect to the aims of the Directives. 

2.14 One of the aims of the new boards have embarked on the aforesaid process, is to remove any possible 

illegality of the business promoted by Sharemax Investments as aforesaid, which lead to the issuing of the 
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Directives, and place the Sharemax Syndication Companies within a legal structure and framework which 

do not possibly contravene any law, whether as alleged or at all, and in particular, the Banks Act, and to 

create a situation where the companies will be able to conduct business, in the normal course, under 

legally sound structures, with the view to ultimately provide investment returns to investors and repayment 

of investments, to the extent best possible, having regard to all the facts and circumstances recorded 

above. 

2.15 In order to achieve the aforesaid, the new boards have, after careful consideration, and after receiving 

extensive professional advice, concluded and resolved to structure and procure the proposal of series of 

Schemes of Arrangement in terms of the relevant provisions of the Companies Act, (1973) and (2008) in 

regard to all the companies in the group, depending on factual situations still being investigated. The 

Schemes of Arrangement process are under way, this Explanatory Statement being part of such process, 

for purposes of convening meetings of the creditors of the group and the investors having invested in the 

group (including such investors, to the extent to which they are shareholders and/or creditors of the group) 

and all other interested and affected parties. 

2.16 It is the new boards’ considered opinion that the proposing and sanctioning of such Schemes of 

Arrangement will ultimately be to the best benefit of all investors, creditors and interested and affected 

parties of the group, and will vastly outweigh the extremely negative effects of possible liquidation 

processes and/or any forced sale processes as referred to above. 

2.17 The restructuring processes embarked commenced during January 2011, the ultimate aim being to 

procure the sanctioning of all the Schemes of Arrangement in regard to all  the Sharemax Syndication 

companies on latest estimates, towards, middle December 2011. 

3 INFORMATION SPECIFICALLY RELATING TO INCOME PLAN COMPANIES  

3.1 As stated above, the subject matter of this Explanatory Statement, is the Income Plan Companies. 

3.2 The Income Plan Companies commenced in 1999. 

3.3 The basic structure of the Income Plan projects are as follows- 

3.3.1 Public companies were established, with a view to become the owner and holder of all the issued 

share capital of various Private companies, which Private companies in turn, would acquire and own 

income producing properties. 

3.3.2 Appendices “A1” and “A2” to this Explanatory Statement record the companies constituting the 

Income Plan Companies and the various properties owned by the various Private companies (and one 

trust) as at the date hereof. 

3.3.3 The Income Plan Companies are part of the group of companies referred to in paragraph 1.2 above.  

Save for the Trust, all 43 (forty three) other Income Plan Companies are paired as to a Public company 

and a related (wholly owned subsidiary) Private company. 

3.3.4 The 43 (forty three) Income Plan Companies are under Directives, in terms of Section 83 of the Bank’s 

Act, 1990, following the issue of such Directives by the SARB, and the Registrar of Banks, in terms of 

Section 83 of the Bank’s Act, 1990, during September 2010.  In addition to the Directives in regard to 
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the Income Plan Companies, the remaining companies in the Sharemax Syndication Companies 

group, are also under such Directives. 

3.3.5 As appears from what is stated herein, the Income Plan Companies and the rights and interests of the 

shareholders/investors of the Public companies and through such rights and interests, the rights and 

interests of such shareholders/investors in the Private companies, on the one hand, and on the other 

hand, the rights and interests of the creditors of the Public and Private companies, and yet on the other 

hand, the relationship between the Public companies and the Private companies and the companies 

constituting the rest of Sharemax Syndication Companies and Sharemax Investments, are inextricably 

linked and interwoven, as a result of which – 

3.3.5.1 the application forming the subject matter of this Explanatory Statement in regard to the Income 

Plan Companies was put before the High Court to be considered as one whole, dealing with the 

specific rights and interests of the shareholders/investors and creditors of the Income Plan 

Companies; 

3.3.5.2 such application was in respect of a proposed Scheme of Arrangement in terms of Section 311 of 

the Companies Act, 1973, as amended, proposed as the third of a number of Schemes of 

Arrangement, which are all, in effect, interlinked, so as to procure, ultimately, the overall 

restructuring of the affairs, and, more in particular, the rights and interests of all the 

shareholders/investors and creditors of all the companies in the Sharemax Syndication Companies 

to the best benefit and interests of the Income Plan Companies, and, thereafter, the remaining 23 

(twenty three)Sharemax Syndication Companies; 

3.3.5.3 in the process, ultimately, after the sanctioning of all the Schemes of Arrangement referred to 

above, the withdrawal of the Directives referred to above will have been procured, enabling the 

Sharemax Syndication Companies to continue conducting business, in the normal course, under 

circumstances where they are no longer subject to the Directives and, as a result, no longer 

possibly have conducted business under structures and circumstances which, in the view of the 

SARB, may have contravened the provisions of the Banks Act, having necessitated the issuing of 

the Directives. 

3.3.6 Cognisance has to be taken of the fact that the value of investments having being made by the some 

34,000 (thirty four thousand) shareholders/investors in all the Sharemax Syndication Companies, 

totalled, in aggregate, some R4.4 Billion (Four Billion Four Hundred Million Rand), and therefore, 

shareholder investor interests, of at least this aggregate amount, are sought to be restructured in the 

process of the proposing and sanctioning of all the Schemes of Arrangement referred to above; 

3.3.7 Approximately 16,500 (sixteen thousand five hundred) shareholders/investors have invested some 

R1,533,240,000 (One Billion Five Hundred and Thirty Three Million Two Hundred and Forty Thousand 

Rand) in the Income Plan Companies forming the subject matter of this Explanatory Statement. 

3.3.8.1      The attention of scheme creditors and scheme shareholders is drawn to the Application to the North 

Gauteng High Court, Pretoria, under case number 74538/2010, by four Applicants, such Application 

hereinafter referred to as (“the N Energy Application”). 
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3.3.8.2      In the N Energy Application, the four Applicants (“the N Energy Applicants”) apply for, inter alia, 

the judicial management of certain of the Income Plan Companies, Zambezi Holdings, Villa 

Holdings and certain of the Growth Plan Companies. 

3.3.8.3      The contentions of the N Energy Applicants, are disputed by and the N Energy Application is being 

opposed by the Income Plan Companies, Zambezi Holdings, Villa Holdings and the Growth Plan 

Companies. 

3.3.8.4      In order to procure the final proposing, voting on and sanctioning of the Schemes of Arrangements 

in regard to the Income Plan Companies and the under mentioned “three company groups”, 

namely, the Zambezi Companies, the Villa Companies and the Growth Plan Companies and the 

respective scheme creditors and scheme shareholders of such four company groups, without any 

interference, in such process, by the N Energy Applicants, the Schemes of Arrangement forming 

the subject matter of the restructuring process in regard to the Income Plan Companies and the 

other three company groups, have been prepared, to exclude, specifically, all or any claims, as 

creditors, of the N Energy Applicants and/or any person or legal entity joining the N Energy 

Application or instituting legal proceedings for relief similar to the relief sought in the N Energy 

Application, to the effect that all and any such N Energy Applicants are required to persue all or any 

claims (as creditors as opposed to as shareholders) which any of their number may have against 

any of the Income Plan Companies and/or the other three company groups, in the normal course 

and outside of the ambit or effects of the Schemes of Arrangement referred to above, after the 

sanctioning of the relevant Schemes of Arrangement pertaining to the Income Plan Companies and 

the other three company groups, and the consequent restructuring of the affairs of the Income Plan 

Companies and the other company groups. 

3.3.8.5      The Income Plan and Growth Plan restructuring processes and Schemes of Arrangement have 

similarly been prepared to exclude any claims of Nedbank Limited, for reasons, to certain extents, 

similar to those as applicable to the N Energy Applicants. 

3.3.9          Against the aforesaid background, the relative value propositions of the business, assets and liabilities 

of the Income Plans Companies are recorded hereunder, and, furthermore, the proposed Scheme of 

Arrangement forming the subject matter of this Explanatory Statement, in respect of the Income Plan 

Companies, its content and effects, are dealt with below.  

4 BUSINESS, ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF INCOME PLAN COMPANIES  

4.1     As stated above, the sole asset of the Public companies in the Income Plan projects structure is the 

ownership of 100% of the issued share capital of the relevant Private companies and their relevant income 

producing properties. 

4.2 The current business of- 

4.2.1           the Public companies, is its shareholding control over the Private companies, and the creation of value 

for the investors in the Public companies, through such shareholding; 
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4.2.2          the Private companies, and their rights, title and interest in and to the Income Plan properties, and the 

letting of lettable retail trading space in the Income Plan properties, under going concern 

circumstances. 

4.3 The aforesaid current businesses of Income Plan properties, are however subject, as at the date of this 

Explanatory Statement, to the serious problems and negative circumstances recorded above.  

4.4 The business of the Income Plan properties, also has to be seen against the background of the existence 

of the Directives in regard to the Sharemax Syndication Companies, and the inability of the companies to 

raise finance for purposes of the aforesaid businesses under current circumstances, not only as influenced 

by the circumstances referred to in 1.21.4 above and the Directives, but, furthermore, as influenced by the 

current state of the economy in South Africa, particularly as far as property investments and funding 

required where property related investments are concerned.  These properties are also in dire need of 

upgrading, the cost of which is estimated at some R250,000,000 (Two Hundred and Fifty Million Rand) 

over a 2 (two) to 3 (three) year period. 

4.5 Appendix “B2“ to this Explanatory Statement records synopsis of the various value propositions with 

regard to the Income Plan properties, and the financial interests of Income Plan properties in regard 

thereto, under their projected state as assumed, after completion of the upgrading works and consequently 

on a  going concern basis. 

4.6.1          The content of Appendix “B2” is a valuation and financial projection report was prepared by DP 

Cohen Consulting (Pty) Ltd (“the consultant”), an independent financial consultant.  Appendix “B2” is 

a synopsis, only.   

4.6.2           The working and background documentation comprises many hundreds of pages, and are not included 

herein, but will be available for inspection, as provided for in 16 hereunder, and such information 

(reflected in Appendix “B3”) will be available on the website of the Income Plan Companies and the 

Company Secretarial Services Provider at www. frontieram.co.za. 

4.6.3           The consultant utilised information having being provided to it by representatives of the new board and 

in particular, Frontier, which information included, specifically, the information pertaining to all tenants 

of the Income Plan properties and the rentals payable and square meterage of retail space to be 

occupied in the Income Plan properties after completion of the upgrading works. 

4.6.4          The valuation and financial projection report and the conclusions of the consultant have been perused 

and considered by BDO Corporate Finance (Pty) Limited, one of the leading Accounting and Advisory 

practices in South Africa, and their Fair and Reasonable Report referred in 13 below, pertains to and 

reflects the Fair and Reasonableness of the consultants’ report and conclusions forming the subject 

matter of 4.6 up to and including 4.11 of this Explanatory Statement conclusions arrived  

4.7    In the process of compiling the content of Appendix “B2”, the consultant, in consultation with the 

representatives of Frontier, utilised the information provided by the aforementioned parties and projected 

such information over relevant 10 (ten) year periods per Income Plan private company, on a yield basis for 

relevant 1 (one) year periods. 

mailto:311@frontieram.co.za
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4.8 Further in the process of compiling the content of Appendix “B2”, the consultant assumed the scenario, in 

consultation with the representatives of Frontier, of utilising the assumption of the content and 

circumstances surrounding all current leases.  

4.9 The value of the Income Plan properties and relevant Income Plan companies with the assumptions of the 

content and circumstances surrounding all current leases for the first year from or at the effective date (for 

the properties or companies respectively) has an assumed value of R1,207,074,836 (One Billion Two 

Hundred and Seven Million and Seventy Four Thousand Eight Hundred and Thirty Six) for the Income Plan 

properties and R1,171,955,877 (One Billion One Hundred and Seventy One Million and Nine Hundred and 

Fifty Five Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy Seven) for the Income Plan companies, respectively, as 

per the view of the consultant, as per Appendix “B2”. 

4.10 The board has also considered a possible forced sale scenario, under circumstances where the schemes 

are not sanctioned, and liquidations eventuate. 

4.11 Based on the above, the forced sale scenario value, of the Income Plans properties in the current state of 

the Income Plans properties, the value of the Income Plans properties cannot remotely be in the region of 

their projected current values and is not expected to reach an amount anywhere close to such amount.  

The best estimate of the board is a forced sale value in the region R500,000,000 (Five Hundred Million 

Rand). 

4.12 As far as any possible liquidation scenario is concerned, and in particular, the projected liquidation 

scenario value as recorded in 4.11 above, attention is to be drawn to the fact that this scenario is regarded 

as a once off, forced sale value realisation scenario, as any purchaser of the Income Plan properties, 

under liquidation circumstances, can be expected to be an informed purchaser, who will have taken into 

account the same or similar assumptions as those having being taken into account by the board, as per 

Appendix “B7” to the Explanatory Statement. 

4.13 In order to determine what liquidation dividend creditors and/or investors in Public companies can expect 

to receive under liquidation such forced sale liquidation circumstances, the costs associated with a 

liquidation process, have to be deducted from the said expected realisation amount. 

4.14 It is common cause, and commonly known in the industry, that liquidation related costs and expenses 

amount between 15% to 20% of the value realised from the disposal of the subject matter property under 

forced sale liquidation scenarios. 

4.15 Appendix “B3” to this Explanatory Statement is a schedule of the assets and liabilities and realisation and 

expected earnings projection in respect of the Income Plan Companies. 

4.16 The nature and extent of the creditors of the Income Plan Companies, as at the date of this Explanatory 

Statement, can be summarised as follows – 

4.16.1 the Public companies are indebted to its shareholders, in respect of the investments having being 

made by their shareholders, in terms of the prospectuses, prior to the date hereof; 

4.16.2 apart from Income Plan Companies’ indebtedness to their normal trade creditors, and the potential 

indebtedness that they may have had to Sharemax Investments, (but which indebtedness has been 
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settled, in terms of the Sharemax Investments parties settlement agreement) the Income Plan 

Companies have no other normal trade creditors; 

4.16.3 the Private companies have, as their main creditors, the Public companies, the aggregate amount of 

which claim is some R 1,533,240,000 (One Billion Five Hundred And Thirty Three Million Two Hundred 

and Forty Thousand Rand), and which claim is not secured in any manner, save by  virtue of the 

ownership of the Income Plan properties by the Private Companies; 

4.16.4 Income Plan Companies have, normal, concurrent and preferent trade creditors, having claims, in 

aggregate, against the Income Plans Companies, up to a maximum of R5,000,000 (Five Million Rand) 

(including provisions) as at the date hereof. 

4.17 In addition to the aforesaid claims, the Income Plan Companies may have had obligations to Sharemax 

Investments and the Sharemax Investments parties, in respect of loan account claims, damages claims 

and other, as referred to in 1.39.3 above  should the Sharemax Investments parties’ settlement agreement 

not have been entered into. 

4.18 If regard is had to the various value propositions of the assets of the Income Plan Companies in 

comparison to the liabilities of the Income Plan Companies as per Appendices “B1” to “B5” to this 

Explanatory Statement, it is clear that, should the Income Plan Companies have to be liquidated, under 

circumstances other than as contemplated in 4.19 below, that shareholders and investors in the Income 

Plan Companies can expect to receive dividends, post a liquidation finalisation, to the extent of 

approximately 20c in the Rand. 

4.19 Having regard to the circumstances set out in this paragraph 4, it is doubtful, whether the creditors and 

shareholders of the Income Plan Companies, as  same exist under the circumstances and constraints of 

their business, as at the date hereof, and as same could have existed, had the Sharemax Investments 

parties settlement agreement not been entered into, would have been capable of being paid, to any 

substantial extent, at all, and especially in the short term and most certainly, not to the extent of 100 cents 

in the Rand, on any claims. 

4.20 Against the aforesaid background of the current and expected future financial position of Income Plan 

Companies, the proposed Scheme of Arrangement, forming the subject matter of this Explanatory 

Statement, is dealt with in 5 below. 

5 SCHEME OF ARRANGEMENT 

5.1 As has been alluded to above, the new boards of directors of the Income Plan Companies have resolved 

to propose a Scheme of Arrangement between the Income Plan Companies and their creditors and 

shareholders in terms of the provisions of Section 311 of the Companies Act, No. 61 of 1973, as amended. 

5.2 A copy of the scheme is appended to this Explanatory Statement as Appendix “D“, and creditors and 

shareholders are referred to the content thereof. 

5.3 For purposes hereof, words and expressions defined in the scheme shall bear the same meanings as 

those attributed to such words and expressions in this Explanatory Statement. 
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5.4 The main features of the scheme are that receivers for scheme creditors and scheme shareholders will be 

appointed by the Court, with the power and obligation to implement the scheme, both insofar as scheme 

creditors and scheme shareholders are concerned. 

5.5 All amounts payable to and restructuring effects of the scheme on scheme creditors and scheme 

shareholders are recorded in clause 4 of the scheme.   

5.6 This Explanatory Statement in draft format, was presented to the Court, relating to the Application for leave 

to convene the meetings of scheme creditors and scheme shareholders. 

5.7 To the extent necessary, the Explanatory Statement could have been and was refined and/or amplified, to 

reflect changes in circumstances affecting scheme creditors and scheme shareholders since the date the 

Court granted leave to convene meetings of scheme creditors and scheme shareholders, for purposes of 

same being dispatched to scheme creditors and scheme shareholders, following the provisions of Section 

312 of the Act, so as to fully and effectively advise all scheme creditors and scheme shareholders of all 

relevant facts and circumstances underlying and pertaining to the scheme, its proposals made and effects 

after the sanctioning by the Court of the scheme.   

5.8 A synopsis of the scheme, and its effects, is set out in this paragraph 5.9 and in paragraphs 6 up to and 

including 18 below, read together with paragraph 1 of the scheme document, being Appendix “D” to this 

Circular. 

5.9 Subject to the scheme being sanctioned by the Court and the fulfilment of the other conditions precedent 

to the scheme and therefore effective after the effective date of the scheme - 

5.9.1. the boards of directors of the Income Plan Companies (“the board”) will have established two new 

companies, namely a public company, Nova Property Group Holdings Limited (“Public Newco”) and a 

private company, Nova Property Group Investments (Pty) Ltd (“Private Newco”), as a wholly owned 

subsidiary of Public Newco,  for the purposes recorded below; 

5.9.2. the shareholding and loan account structures in, between and in regard to the Public companies 

(“Public company/ies”) and Private companies (“Private company/ies”) constituting the Income Plan 

Companies, as defined in clauses 2.32 and 2.27 of the scheme, will have been restructured through 

the scheme; 

5.9.3. all shareholders of the Income Plan Companies (through their historical shareholding in the Public 

companies forming part of the Income Plan Companies) will in respect of their shares and linked claims 

forming part of and relating to their shareholder interests in the Public companies, become 

holders/owners of exchangeable debentures in and against Private Newco, as referred to in 5.9.4 

below, save should shareholders elect to become shareholders in the Public Newco as envisaged in 

5.9.9 and 5.9.10 below; 

5.9.4. scheme shareholders (historical investors) will be deemed to have sold their shares and shareholder 

interests in the Public companies forming part of the Income Plan Companies (as defined in clauses 

2.49 and 2.50 of the scheme) to Public Newco at a consideration of R NIL (Nil Rand), and 

simultaneously cancelled and substituted their shareholder linked financial interests in the Public 

companies forming part of Income Plan Companies (as defined in clause 2.51 of the scheme) in 
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consideration for the acquiring by scheme shareholders of newly constituted exchangeable debentures 

(“debentures”) in favour of scheme shareholders in and against Private Newco, encompassed in and 

forming part of the scheme shareholders’ scheme consideration (as defined in clause 2.47 of the 

scheme), which debentures will – 

5.9.4.1. reflect and regulate the pro-rata nature, extent and quantum of the duly secured (see 5.9.5 below) 

new debentures of scheme shareholders (“debenture holders”) in and against Private Newco, the 

terms and conditions applicable to such debentures being recorded in a formal list recording such 

new debentures in Private Newco, such list forming part of the scheme and this Circular (Appendix 

”ARR5” to the scheme document); 

5.9.4.2. reflect and regulate the pro-rata nature, extent and quantum of the duly secured (see 5.9.5 below) 

payment to debenture holders (scheme shareholders) of projected investment returns on their 

secured restructured future investments (the debentures) in Private Newco, the Private companies 

and the Income Plan properties. The exact quantum and calculation of such quantum of the 

projected investment returns are dealt with in clause 4.3 of the scheme and in Appendix “ARR6” 

to the scheme document, following the provisions of clause 4.3.5.2.1 of the Scheme.  In summary, 

the quantum of the projected investment returns due to be paid to the debenture holders, will 

consist of amounts equal to the net pro-rata monthly income attributable to debenture holders, net 

of expenses (and net of provisions), before taxation, depreciation and amortisation, derived from 

the relevant Income Plan property owned by the relevant Private company (linked to a specific 

class of debenture pertaining to a specific Income Plan property) in which relevant scheme 

shareholders historically had investments through their shareholder interests in the relevant Public 

company of which the relevant Private company was a wholly owned subsidiary, such Private 

company to be owned by Private Newco after sanctioning of the scheme; 

5.9.4.3. reflect and regulate the pro-rata nature, extent and quantum of duly secured (see 5.9.5 below) 

projected repayment to debenture holders (scheme shareholders) of historical investments made 

by them in the Public companies, and therefore effectively, through the Private companies in 

relevant Income Plan properties, by way and through the structure and terms and conditions of the 

debentures. The projected repayment of investments and the terms and conditions applicable 

thereto, as well as the quantum thereof, are similarly dealt with in clause 4.3 of the scheme and in 

Appendix “ARR7” to the scheme document. In summary, the quantum of the projected investment 

repayments due to be paid to debenture holders, will be equal to the pro-rata portion attributable to 

debenture holders, of the fair market values (as defined in clause 2.15 of the scheme), to be 

calculated as agreed to between the Income Plan Companies and scheme shareholders following 

the provisions of clause 4.3.5.2.2 of the scheme, of the assets of the relevant Income Plan property 

owned by the relevant Private company in which relevant scheme shareholders historically had 

investments through their shareholder interests in the relevant Public company of which the 

relevant Private company was a wholly owned subsidiary (such Private company to be owned by 

Private Newco after sanctioning of the scheme) subject to a maximum aggregate amount of 

R1,533,240,000 (One Billion Five Hundred and Thirty Three Million Two Hundred and Forty 

Thousand Rand), being payable to debenture holders as projected investment repayments, over 

periods ranging from 1 (one) to 10 (ten) years after the sanctioning of the scheme, depending in 

which Income Plan property any relevant debenture holder will hold his indirect debenture holder 
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interest, in accordance with the information recorded in Appendix “ARR7” to the scheme 

document attached to this Circular; 

5.9.4.4. reflect and regulate the projected investment returns and the projected investment repayments 

referred to in 5.9.4.2 and 5.9.4.3 above, which will be paid by Private Newco to debenture holders;  

5.9.4.5. incorporate and include, the monetary amount for which the shares and shareholder interests (as 

referred to in 5.9.4 above), and the Private company shares (as referred to in 5.9.6.1 below) and 

were disposed of, directly or indirectly, by any relevant scheme shareholder and the Public 

companies as the case may be, and the aggregate monetary amount shall be deemed to have 

accrued to relevant scheme shareholder, as incorporated in the consideration accrued to such 

relevant scheme shareholders for the cancellation, directly or indirectly, of the shareholder linked 

financial interests referred to in 5.9.4 above, being  the debentures due to be issued to scheme 

shareholders as envisaged in 5.9.4 above; 

5.9.4.6. be issued by Private Newco, under the supervision of the receivers and in terms of the Trust Deed 

pertaining to the debentures, to scheme shareholders, after the effective date, but within the 90 

(ninety) day period referred to in 5.9.10.1 below; 

5.9.5. the security provided to debenture holders (scheme shareholders) in respect of their future, 

restructured, expected projected investment returns and projected investment repayments (as 

recorded in 5.9.4.2 and 5.9.4.3 above) will consist of covering mortgage bonds in favour of debenture 

holders to be registered forthwith after the effective date and contemporaneously with the issue of the 

debentures as envisaged in 5.9.4.6 above over the Income Plan properties in a maximum aggregate 

amount of R1,533,240,000 (One Billion Five Hundred and Thirty Three Million Two Hundred and Forty 

Thousand Rand), bearing in mind the maximum aggregate amount which may become due to be 

payable to debenture holders as projected maximum investment repayments as envisaged in 5.9.4.3 

above; 

5.9.6. Private Newco will, following professional advice as to cost saving in respect of transfer costs and 

taxation (see paragraph 13 on page 46 of, and Appendix “B6” to the Explanatory Statement , being 

the Opinion and Advice of BDO Corporate Finance (Pty) Limited), have acquired from the Public 

companies – 

5.9.6.1. the entire issued share capital of all the Private companies and the beneficial right, title and 

interests in the Trust as owned by the Public companies (“Private company shares"); at a 

consideration of R NIL (Nil Rand); and 

5.9.6.2. all claims, on loan account or otherwise, of the Public companies against the Private companies 

(“Public company claims”), in consideration for the cancellation of the shareholder linked financial 

interests as envisaged in 5.9.4.5 above and the issue of the debentures by Private Newco to 

debenture holders as envisaged in 5.9.4 above, 

after the sanctioning of the scheme, for purpose of the implementation of the scheme; 

5.9.7. the Public companies will no longer be the holders and owners of the Private companies shares and 

the Public company claims and Private Newco will have become the owner of the Private company 
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shares, the Public company claims, the Income Plan properties and their income producing activities 

(indirectly through the ownership by Private Newco of the Private Company shares); 

5.9.8. the claims of all  creditors of and against the Income Plan Companies, including -  

5.9.8.1. all claims of the Public companies, forming part of the Income Plan Companies structure, against 

the Private companies; and  

5.9.8.2. all claims of third party creditors against  the Income Plan Companies,  

are dealt with in clause 4.2 of the scheme, and as to order of preference as to payment and otherwise. 

Attention is drawn to the position pertaining to “excluded creditors” as defined in clause 2.14 of the 

scheme and further dealt with in clause 4.2.5 of the scheme. All claims will have been restructured or 

paid in full, as the case may be, to the extent that the Income Plan Companies, will have creditors, 

only, in respect of the claims of bondholders as at the effective date over certain Income Plan 

properties and the historical indebtedness, prior to the effective date, of the Private companies to the 

Public companies (the Public company claims referred to in 5.9.6.2 above), such Public company 

claims after the effective date, having been acquired by and owed to Private Newco, but, such Public 

company claims being subordinated in favour of any relevant claims of bondholders, debenture holders 

and new creditors as referred to hereunder, the sole creditors of Public Newco and Private Newco 

and the Income Plan Companies in future, being, only, such bondholder creditors and Private Newco 

(in respect of the Public company claims), and new creditors, including the claims of scheme 

shareholders in respect of the debentures as referred to in 5.9.3, 5.9.6 and 5.9.7 above, becoming new 

creditors after sanctioning of the scheme in the ordinary course of business, after the withdrawal of 

the SARB Directives; 

5.9.9. all shareholders of the Income Plan Companies will, in respect of their ownership of their ordinary 

shares (other than their linked claims as referred to in 5.9.3 above) in the Public companies forming 

part of the Income Plan Companies structure, become entitled to become owners of new ordinary 

shares in Public Newco, only, if they so elect, as referred to in 5.9.10 below; 

5.9.10.1 scheme shareholders have the right to elect (“electing shareholders”), within 90 (ninety) days 

after the effective date, to become shareholders in Public Newco as opposed to receiving relevant 

projected investment returns on and projected repayment of their historical investments, through 

the mechanism of the debentures as referred to in 5.9.4 above, by completing the relevant form of 

election, blue form of election, forming Appendix “H” of the Circular, in accordance with the 

instructions contained in such form of election.   

5.9.10.2 should scheme shareholders so elect to become shareholders in Public Newco, then, the 

debentures of electing shareholders will be deemed to have been exchanged  for shareholding in 

Public Newco with effect from the effective date, such exchanged debentures to be ceded to Public 

Newco (“the ceded debentures”) and, after such exchange, electing shareholders will no longer be 

entitled to receive projected investment returns and projected investment repayments, as 

envisaged in 5.9.4.2 and 5.9.4.3 above; 

5.9.10.3 electing shareholders shall receive shares in Public Newco, the number of such shares to be 

calculated by Public Newco under the supervision of the receivers with reference to the fair market 
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value, at the time, of all the assets of Private Newco in relation to the pro-rata value of the shares, 

the shareholder interests and the shareholder linked financial interests of electing shareholders, in 

accordance with the formula recorded in Appendix “ARR8” to the scheme document, as provided 

for in clause 4.3.5.4.1 of the scheme; 

5.9.10.4 the aggregate amount of R1,533,240,000 (One Billion Five Hundred and Thirty Three Million Two 

Hundred and Forty Thousand Rand) referred to in 5.9.4.3 above shall for all relevant purposes of 

the scheme, be reduced by the aggregate quantum of the debentures in respect of which elections 

have been made in terms of this paragraph 5.9.10, as provided for in clause 4.3.6 of the scheme; 

5.9.10.5 with effect from the day after the issue of shares in Public Newco to electing shareholders, Public 

Newco shall be deemed to have agreed with Private Newco that all ceded debentures will be 

cancelled and be of no further force or effect, as provided for in clause 4.3.7 of the scheme; 

5.9.10.6 shareholders who consider exercising the right to make an election as provided for in this 

paragraph 5.9.10 should acquaint themselves with the circumstances pertaining to the Zambezi, 

Villa and Growth Plan projects referred to in paragraph 1.3.1 and further, in the Explanatory 

Statement forming part of this Circular; 

5.9.11. the historical shareholding in and all linked claims, shareholder interests, and shareholder linked 

financial interests of whatsoever nature and howsoever arising, of the historical shareholders of the 

Income Plan Companies will have been restructured, to the effect that all rights, title and interest of 

shareholders and debenture holders in Public Newco and Private Newco, and as a consequence, the 

Income Plan Companies and properties, into the future, will not possibly contravene any of the 

provisions or Regulations of the Banks Act, and will constitute fully enforceable rights, title and interests 

in respect of shareholding in and all future claims of debenture holders against Public Newco and 

Private Newco, as the case may be, and as a consequence, the Income Plan properties; 

5.9.12. all shareholders of the Public companies, (the scheme shareholders), will be deemed to have approved 

the scheme in regard to scheme creditors, upon the sanctioning of  the scheme, in addition to having 

approved the scheme in regard to them as scheme shareholders, insofar as they had claims, of 

whatsoever nature, and howsoever arising, against the Income Plan Companies prior to the effective 

date, and therefore, to the extent to which scheme shareholders were capable of being regarded as 

scheme creditors or scheme shareholders for purposes of the scheme; 

5.9.13. the Income Plan properties will be controlled or owned, as the case may be, and managed by and at 

the instance of Public Newco and Private Newco; 

5.9.14. none of the Income Plan Companies will have been liquidated as a result of – 

5.9.14.1. the effective cessation of business activities of the Income Plan Companies following the events 

referred to in paragraphs 1.11 and 1.21.4 of the Explanatory Statement and the Directives; and 

5.9.14.2. the consequential difficulty of the Income Plan Companies to raise funding required by the Income 

Plan Companies to – 

5.9.14.2.1. in certain instances, service interest payments on bonds registered over certain of the Income 

Plan properties and/or repay outstanding bonds; and 
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5.9.14.2.2. enable the Private companies to upgrade various of the Income Plan properties in order to 

enhance the nett rental income returns to investors (scheme shareholders) and create capital 

growth; 

5.9.15. the business affairs of the Income Plan Companies and the Income Plan properties, as owned or 

controlled by Public Newco and Private Newco (as the case may be), will be able to continue to 

operate, in the normal course, under circumstances where – 

5.9.15.1. no provisions or Regulations of the Banks Act may possibly be contravened, in any manner, by 

such continued business activities;  

5.9.15.2. the review proceedings against the Directors will have been withdrawn; 

5.9.15.3. the Directives having being issued by the SARB, in respect of the Income Plan Companies, will 

have been withdrawn by the SARB;  

5.9.15.4. the Income Plan Companies will only have the creditors, as recorded in 5.9.8 above, with their 

claims as restructured and as provided for in 5.9.8 above, and furthermore in respect of obligations 

to financiers, and possible mortgage bonds which may be registered over certain of the Income 

Plan properties in order to fund upgrading processes referred to in 5.9.14.2.2 above; 

5.9.15.5. Public Newco and Private Newco will have sufficient working capital for its ongoing business, 

including the upgrading of Income Plan properties as referred to above;  

5.9.15.6. projected investment returns and projected investment repayments due to scheme shareholders as 

recorded in 5.9.4.2 and 5.9.4.3 above will be indivisibly linked to relevant Income Plan Companies, 

and the fair market values of subject matter Income Plan properties referred to in 5.9.4.3 above 

following the obtaining of  such rights by and in favour of scheme shareholders as same form part 

of the debentures; and 

5.9.15.7. in the event of scheme shareholders having elected to become shareholders of Public Newco, as 

referred to in 5.9.10 above, instead of receiving projected investment returns and projected 

investment repayments, such electing shareholders will have become and remain shareholders in 

Public Newco, participating in growth in the value of the shares in Public Newco and the underlying 

values of the assets of Public Newco, including, the Income Plan properties, and become entitled, 

from time to time, to receive dividends, in the ordinary course of the business affairs of Public 

Newco, on their shareholding in Public Newco.  Cognisance should, however, be taken by electing 

shareholders of the fact that Private Newco, the wholly owned subsidiary of Public Newco, will have 

the obligation to repay the fair market values referred to in 5.9.4.3 above, subject to the possible 

maximum amount of R1,533,240.000 (One Billion Five Hundred and Thirty Three Million Two 

Hundred and Forty Thousand Rand) referred to in 5.9.4.3 above, due in terms of the debentures 

over an extended period of time (see 5.9.4.3 above), and it is envisaged that only after such period, 

dividends may be expected to become available to electing shareholders. 

5.9.16. The receivers for scheme creditors and scheme shareholders will be appointed to administer the 

implementation of the scheme, in consultation with the board. 
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5.9.17. Public Newco will have the right to cancel the shares and the shareholder interests acquired by Public 

Newco and furthermore procure that the Public companies forming part of the Income Plan 

Companies, be deregistered, within the envisaged post sanctioning of the scheme group restructuring 

plan to be implemented by the board of Public Newco in order to simplify the group structure 

eventuating from the sanctioning of the scheme. 

5.10. The attention of scheme creditors and scheme shareholders (historical investors in the Public companies 

in terms of the historical prospectuses) is specifically drawn to the fact that, in the view of the board – 

5.10.1. the proposing of the scheme and the voting by scheme creditors and scheme shareholders in favour of 

or against the scheme; 

5.10.2. the sanctioning of the scheme; 

5.10.3. the restructuring of the rights and interests of scheme creditors and scheme shareholders by virtue of 

the sanctioned scheme as explained in the Salient Features to the Circular of which the Explanatory 

Statement, forms part, and as detailed in the scheme; and 

5.10.4. the obtaining of debentures in Private Newco or shares in Public Newco, as the case may be, by 

scheme shareholders, as envisaged in 5.9.3, 5.9.4. and 5.9.10 above, 

do not remove, cancel or affect the rights of scheme creditors or scheme shareholders to institute and/or 

pursue claims for damages alleged to have been suffered and/or pursue legal action or claims against any 

person or entity who was, or may have been involved in the creation and issuing of the historical 

prospectuses and/or the promotion of the investment structure/s pursuant to which scheme creditors 

obtained claims against or scheme shareholders (historical investors) invested funds in the Income Plan 

Companies (through the Public companies forming part of the Income Plan Companies). 

5.11. Scheme shareholders are cautioned, especially in regard to what is stated in 5.10 above, in regard to 

possible incorrect views or “advice” disseminated to the contrary regarding the content of 5.10 above, and 

scheme shareholders are advised to take independent advice in this regard, notwithstanding what is stated 

in 5.10 above.  

6. EFFECT OF THE SCHEME / REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 312 OF THE COMPANIES ACT 

The effects of the scheme, for purposes of the requirement of Section 312 of the Companies Act, are 

recorded in paragraphs 4 up to and including 18 of this Explanatory Statement. 

7  EFFECT OF SCHEME ON SCHEME CREDITORS 

 The detail of the effect of the scheme on scheme creditors, is recorded in clause 4.2 of the scheme and as   

recorded in clause 5.9, and in particular, 5.9.8 above. 

8  EFFECT OF THE SCHEME ON SCHEME SHAREHOLDERS 

The detail of the effect of the scheme on scheme shareholders, is recorded in clause 4.3 of the scheme and 

as recorded in clause 5.9 above, and in particular, 5.9.4 above. 

9 EFFECT OF SCHEME ON INCOME PLAN PROPERTIES  
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Subject to the sanctioning of the scheme the Income Plan properties will continue conducting business in the 

normal course, and as specifically provided for in the scheme, as fully discussed in this Explanatory 

Statement. 

10 STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND  LIABILITIES AND EARNINGS PROJECTIONS 

10.1 The full assets and liabilities status situation of Income Plan Companies has been dealt with in the 

Explanatory Statement. 

10.2 Appendix “B3” to this Explanatory Statement is a schedule of the assets and liabilities and realisation and 

expected earnings projections in respect of the Income Plan Companies. 

10.3 Appendix “B1 to this Explanatory Statement specifically records the possible outstanding purchase prices 

(referred to in 1.29 above) which benefit  could have remained being owned by the Sharemax Investments 

parties, had the Sharemax Investments parties’ settlement agreement entered into with the Sharemax 

Investments parties not been concluded, as referred to in 1.38 above. 

11 LIQUIDATION SCENARIO COMPARISON 

Appendix “B7” to this Explanatory Statement records the projected liquidation scenario, should the Income 

Plan Companies have to be liquidated in the event of the scheme not being sanctioned.  

12  SOLVENCY 

12.1 Having regard to the terms of the arrangement, it is clear that, subsequent to the sanctioning of the 

arrangement, Income Plan Companies will be solvent, with effect from the final date (the date of the 

registration of the order sanctioning the arrangement), as the claims of all creditors and shareholders of 

the Income Plan Companies, will either have been repaid, in full, or financial arrangements, subject to 

relevant security, will have been finalised, in order to procure, either the payment of such claims, in full, or 

then, the payment of duly restructured claims, to the extent to which creditors and shareholders can, 

pursuant to the provisions of the arrangement, as sanctioned, expect to receive payments, as having been 

agreed to, by them, pursuant to the sanctioning of the arrangement. 

12.2 The subordination of the Public company claims, inter alia, render the Income Plan Companies solvent, as 

appears from Appendix “B5” to this Explanatory Statement. 

13  FAIR AND REASONABLE OPINION OF INDEPENDENT ADVISORS 

13.1 The Opinion and Advice of the Independent Advisors to the Income Plan Companies is attached as 

Appendix “B6” to this Explanatory Statement, which encompasses a Fair and Reasonable Report by 

BDO Corporate Finance (Pty) Ltd. 

13.2 The Fair and Reasonable Report referred to in 13.1 above pertains to the whole of the scheme and it 

effects, and in particular to the valuation and financial projections report of consultant DP Cohen 

Consulting (Pty) Ltd, referred to in 4.6.1 above, and the matters pertaining thereto, as same relates to the 

scheme, its terms and conditions and financial nature and effects. 

14  FORMATION OF PUBLIC NEWCO AND PRIVATE NEWCO 
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14.1 The board has procured the establishment of Public Newco and Private Newco for purposes of the 

Scheme, and in particular, for purposes of the role to be played by such companies, in terms of the 

Scheme, as dealt with in paragraph 5 above, and in the scheme document, being Appendix “D” hereto. 

14.2 The founding shareholders of Public Newco representing the board, holds the issued share capital of 

Public Newco pending the elections of scheme shareholders as referred to in 5.9.10 above, the re-

capitalising of and/or reinvestment in Public Newco for the purposes of the future conduct of the business 

of Public Newco, Private Newco, the Private companies (forming part of the Income Plan Companies) and 

the Income Plan properties. 

15 INTERESTS OF DIRECTORS 

No director of any of the Income Plan Companies has any material interest in and to the arrangement, other 

than as disclosed and dealt with in this Explanatory Statement. Public Newco and Private Newco have the 

same three directors being Mr. R. Badenhorst, Ms. D Haese, and Mr D. Koekemoer, as procured for 

appointment by the board. Mr. R. Badenhorst, Ms. D Haese, and Mr D. Koekemoer, jointly, hold 43,2% of the 

issued founding/incorporation shares of Public Newco. 

16 DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION 

The documents, relevant for and due to be inspected by Scheme creditors and Scheme shareholders for 

purposes of this Explanatory Statement and the Scheme, are available for inspection at the offices of the 

Company Secretarial Services Provider, and include, specifically, the Significant Contracts and the Opinion 

of Attorneys Faber Goertz Ellis Inc, regarding the costs and expenses of Directors as referred to in 18.3.5 

below, and the Debenture Trust Deed, governing the debentures and defined as “trust deed” in clause 2.57 

of the scheme. 

17 SIGNIFICANT CONTRACTS 

17.1 All significant contracts pertaining to the Income Plan Companies, the assets and liabilities and relevant 

affairs of and pertaining to the Income Plan Companies and the scheme, and the relationship with and 

effects of such significant contracts on the Income Plan Companies, form part of the documents available 

for inspection as referred to in paragraph 16 above and the attention of scheme creditors and scheme 

shareholders is specifically drawn to the content of such significant contracts, read together with clause 

4.10 of the scheme.  Appendix “C” to this Explanatory Statement is a list of the Significant Contracts. 

17.2 Attention is drawn to the provisions of clause 4.10.2 of the scheme, which provides that the Significant 

Contracts will, upon the sanctioning of the scheme, be deemed to have been approved of and ratified by 

the scheme creditors and scheme shareholders. 

17.3 Attention is drawn to the provisions of clause 4.3.9 of the scheme , which provides that upon sanctioning of 

the scheme, such sanction shall be deemed to constitute approval in terms of section 43 (6) of the 

Companies Act, 71 of 2008, pertaining to the trust deed 

18 COSTS OF THE SCHEME AND RESTRUCTURING PROCESS 

18.1 The costs of the scheme, and the costs of the overall restructuring process of the Income Plan 

Companies, is dealt with in Appendix “B4” to this Explanatory Statement. 
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18.2 Similar provisions as those contained in 18.1, appear in and apply in the instances of the Zambezi, Villa 

and Growth Plan scheme of arrangement documentation and processes, in respect of the costs of the 

relevant schemes and the costs of the overall restructuring processes of the Zambezi, Villa and Growth 

Plan Companies. 

18.3 The attention of scheme creditors and scheme shareholders is specifically drawn to Appendix “B4” which 

reflects – 

18.3.1  the transfer, bond cancellation, and bond registration duties, fees, costs, and the like, having been paid 

in regard to the procuring of the transfer of the 50% (fifty percentum) undivided share in the Zambezi 

property;  

18.3.2  the transfer, bond cancellation, and bond registration duties, fees, costs, and the like, having been paid 

in regard to the procuring of the transfer of the 30% (thirty percentum) undivided share in the Villa 

property;  

18.3.3 the “Sections 311 and 150 costs”, being the costs and expenses expended and budgeted to be 

expended by the board in respect of the structuring and the procuring of the sanctioning of the scheme 

in the overall restructuring process; 

18.3.4 the “non Sections 311 and 150 costs”, being the costs and expenses expended and budgeted to be 

expended by the board in respect of matters ancillary to the scheme required to have been and which 

may be required to be expended in the overall restructuring process; and 

18.3.5 the costs and expenses of the boards of directors of the Sharemax Syndication Companies incurred 

since the advent of the Directives, including those in respect of the Income Plan Companies, 

all of which form part of the costs referred to in 18.2 above, such costs having been funded via loans from 

companies in the Sharemax Syndication Companies group, having funds available for the payment of such 

costs. 

18.4 The underlying loan agreements regulating the borrowing and utilisation of funding required to procure the 

payment of the costs referred to in 18.3 above and furthermore, in general, the costs of the scheme and 

the costs of the overall restructuring process of the Income Plan Companies, the Zambezi Companies, the 

Villa Companies and the Growth Plan Companies, form part of the significant contracts as defined in 2.57 

of the scheme and the nature and extent of such costs are, all, recorded and fully dealt with in Appendix 

“B4” to this Explanatory Statement.   

18.5 Adequate arrangements are contained in the relevant loan agreements referred to in 18.4, for the due 

repayment of all such loans, and any security provided for such repayment. 

18.6 It is the considered opinion of the new boards that the restructuring processes and costs and expenses 

incurred and to be incurred in regard thereto, are justifiable, necessary, reasonable, legal and in the best 

interests of the shareholders/investors of the Sharemax Syndication Companies and in order to effectively 

and efficiently restructure the affairs of the Sharemax Syndication Companies, ultimately in order to 

achieve the aims envisaged in clauses 1.3.11 up to and including 1.3.15 of the scheme and clauses 2.13 

up to and including 2.17 of this Explanatory Statement. 
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18.7 As a specific term of the scheme and its sanctioning, scheme creditors and scheme shareholders will be 

deemed to have, specifically, and without derogating from the generality of the other terms, conditions and 

provisions of the scheme, approval and ratified  all the matters envisaged in 18.1 up to and including 18.5 

above 

19 COURT ORDER 

 A copy of the Court Order, convening the meetings, is attached to this Explanatory Statement, due to be 

dispatched to scheme creditors and scheme shareholders, following the granting, by the Court, of the Order 

convening the meetings of scheme creditors and scheme shareholders, Appendix “E” to this Explanatory 

Statement.  

20 VOTING AT MEETINGS 

Forms of proxy, in respect of, specifically, the meetings of scheme creditors and scheme shareholders, and 

to be utilised by such creditors and shareholders to vote at the meetings, are attached hereto as 

Appendices “F” and “I” respectively. 

 

The Board of Directors 

The Sharemax Syndication Companies 

The Income Plan Companies 

 

Dispatched by 

MERVYN TABACK 
CHAIRMAN 
 

11 November 2011 


